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Information is the source of anti-drug work and start, intelligence work is the
lifeline of narcotics control work. No intelligence, anti-drug work is, like water
without source. At present, the grim situation of DuQing and intelligence work has
been slow progress, become the obstacles which restrict the development of the drug
control work to high level. In the face of the current situation in drug control, with
the increasingly developed computer information network, realizes the information
sharing and information value of deep excavations are necessary. Through the
information management and analysis system, can broaden the source of intelligence
information, can realize information sharing. Through the analysis of the powerful
system function, but also can realize the depth of the information analysis and
mining, rapidly improve the efficiency of the fight against drug crime. Through the
information management and analysis system, can realize the intelligence of online
transmission, save manpower cost greatly, improve the application level of
intelligence.
This paper discusses the B/S architecture based on J2EE application
development, using the ORACLE relational database technology, set up information
database; Use full text retrieval technology to realize the fast query of unstructured
data; Statistical analysis is realized by using data warehouse technology and decision
support; Three layer technology architecture system based on J2EE specification,
development of anti-drug intelligence information management and analysis system
platform; Using the method of object-oriented or structured analysis and design
system; Using classified categories, permissions, permits and the role of
authentication method to establish security mechanism; Generated dynamically
based on the template technology, business management and information query page;
Based on the workflow engine technology, business workflow design system and so
on. There main portal in function, basic information management, business
information management, intelligence lead management, practical analysis tool, the















management, etc. Intelligence lead management is the core part of the whole system,
including two clues intelligence management and research information management
function module, main implements clues collisions between analysis, the transfer of
the process, the relationship between the criminal suspect network and path analysis,
and a series of graphical clues, and other functions. System to follow the software
engineering specifications in the application development, play the advantages of the
object-oriented and J2EE, the intelligence in anti-drug policing management, and
provide an auxiliary decision-making analysis.
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